This is of interest relative to cryptologic intelligence.
locations and Types of Cryptologic Intelligence Files

NSA-762 Collateral documents filed serially with several indices [NSA-7641 has excellent current coverage].

NSA-763 Research files [esp. biographic and organizational] containing collateral and COMINT. Since these are essentially biographic files, they are not readily adaptable for U/A or R/D, equipment, machines, etc.

NSA-764 Foreign COMINT files—both from COMINT and collateral sources. Approx. 50,000 entries, at a rate of about 1000 entries per week.

NSA-0621 HJ files; Third party source material.

NSA-70 Miscellaneous files in processing sections.

90 Personal knowledge of people.

Working aids at individual desks.
PROD offices (Col. Marcy, Capt. Wright)

Miscellaneous files concerning third party arrangements, negotiations, and other miscellaneous information concerning foreign COMINT organizations.

NSA - 18

TICOM files [7641 has not fully exploited these because of pressure of current COMINT data.]

World wide crypto-system file.

Crypto-personality file (incomplete)
Cryptographic subject file (incomplete)

NSA - 35

Foreign governments' attacks on US systems.

NSA - 41 (Barnet)

OUTSIDE OF NSA —

SIGINT - Tactical COMINT organizations
CIA - Operational, collateral [Staff Div. D]
FBI - Foreign COMINT organizations
FCC - Organization of foreign counterparts
A.F. Photo Intelligence library - Photos of foreign installations
Library of Congress - Pan American Union